
JOAN DIDION IS MY BITCH

She’s my bitch.
She’s my crazy petite sunglass wearing brilliant but wouldn’t 
depend on her to pay the gas bill on time trembling ball of 
brilliance. 

But petite aside-we’re from similar stock. I’ll never be “petite and 
trembling”..especially not now that after years of caffeine/booze 
tiny portions and workouts my body is saying a big “fuck you I’m 
pregnant and all I want are carbs and you were made to be 
plowing the fields” to me. So I’m not petite. But my bitch Joan is 
from Sacramento. I’m from Sacramento. (finger-eye-finger) Do you 
see?

And like Joan I too have the ancestry with pioneer spirit. Back to 
the Daughters of the American Revolution. The Scottish/ English 
ancestry. A great great great grandmother Bammy. But unlike 
Joan, mine got mixed with some hearty Irish and German stock. 
My mother’s Aunt Peggy from the strictly English southern side is 
reminiscent of Joan. We call her “nervous” and don’t always 
expect her to show up to things. But she is also the brilliant artistic 
one with the deep huge brown eyes apt to get a bit “melancholy” 
or need to “lay down and rest her eyes” for about a month at a 
time.

Now…I’m from Sacramento-what my mother calls a “big small 
town”. But my story is a little different from Joan’s. My family is not 
from-from Sacramento. I’m 1st generation Sactown. My mother’s 
family is the old Scottish/English blood. My great great great 
grandmother Eliza Jane Baldwin Pierce from Savannah, Georgia. 
Her daughter Ida Mae “Bammy 2” marrying a Seward from 
Petersburg, Virginia.  I will inherit Bammy’s diamonds. The Seward 
family silver. My Grandmother Helen horrified that my mother 
married a catholic from California. My mother’s father’s father was 
from Lithuania. My grandfather orphaned by the second wave of 
the Influenza epidemic in the 1920s. Child of the depression.
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My Dad’s family were the pioneer adventurers. The Irish-German 
stock-my grandmother and grandfather moving out west from 
Minnesota as soon as they turned 18.  More modern pioneers-my 
father lured my mother from back east to San Francisco. Then 
transplanted to Sacramento just before I was born for a law firm 
partnership opportunity for my Dad.  

While I felt the history and the etiquette and the privilege of my 
old southern roots and father’s adventuresome and more modern 
pioneer roots- having known only Sactown in my childhood- I 
thought we were “old Sacramento”. 

When I had my debutante ball-yes-my debut- I learned that the 
Sacramento families that my bitch Joan’s novel,  “Run River”,  reeks
of considered me an outsider. The other families that to my elitist 
and cultural view had no background-the ones that came from the
farms on the Delta- who had not traveled abroad as I had-the ones
whose families went back for generations to this big small town-
the ones whose fathers were members of the Sutter Club 
downtown-the same Sutter Club my bitch Joan often writes of-an 
institution grown up vilifying as they only recently allowed women 
members AND allowed cigar smoking. Two definite no-nos to my 
Executive Director of the Lung Association feminist mother. These 
were the families whose daughters either lived out in the boonies 
on the Delta in places like Elk Grove…or they were the “private girl 
sluts” and lived in the Fabulous 40s and didn’t seem to care that 
they weren’t going to a good college. They are the ones who 
embody what Joan writes about. For whom anything outside of 
Sacramento is not important. I was not that person. Generations of 
farming and railroad families from Sacramento. And while Joan has
those Sactown roots-she too is not really that person. She 
observes.

So I “get” my bitch Joan. (finger – eye- finger)

When people say they love Joan Didion…. I think “you don’t reallllly 
know her like I know her”. I’m from Sacramento-I have that 
melancholy love/hate. The hot summer days inside cool old 
houses –bare feet on wooden floors. The quiet and solitude I still 
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find both restful and uneasy and often leads to  drinking…. like Lily 
from “Run River”. Lily who we find in the cool bedroom in the heat 
of summer drinking bourbon at 4:00 and “lying on the bed in her 
slip, the shutters closed.”

I have a taste of it-in our short first generation in Sacramento-I 
parallel what Joan writes of with my southern roots-the old 
southern tradition of never gossiping outright. I would hear 
whispers. Nobody talks about it, but everyone knows what family 
“Run River” is based on-the daughter in the story being a 
prominent business woman who is known for dressing up like a 
witch on Halloween and sitting on her roof to cackle and entertain 
the children. But I don’t know how I know that because it was 
never talked about. Never discussed. 

Even in my bitch Joan’s fiction-like the novel “Democracy” with the
heroine that  still makes me think of Sacramento-the lazy style of 
repression. The tangible feel of the novel that makes me think of 
my mother in a beautiful tan suit-the swoosh sound of her nylons 
and silk blouse against her chemise-the click of her high heels on 
wooden floors-the cool dark of the house after the bright dry heat 
outside. Gossip never entertained. The whispers of when the 
neighborhood boy was sent to prison for raping a neighbor girl in 
junior high. Never discussed. This boyhood playmate of my 
brother.  His sister went to high school. Continued to play 
volleyball. Smiling hello in the hallways. Never talked about. I 
would hear whispers. He used a foreign object. He was on drugs. 
Whispers like nylons on silk. Silk on silk.

And THAT is why I love L.A. There are no secrets. There are no 
whispers. It’s in US Weekly and on the cover of People magazine. 
It’s tacky and loud and we are encouraged to scream “I’m needy! I 
want a job! So and so is fucking so and so!” There are no secrets. 
Why my parents do not like L.A. The brashness. It’s tacky and 
bright and glorious. In L.A. we let the bright heat in full blast with 
our walls of windows and arrogance and sunshine and self-
promotion.
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The funny thing is-I married someone from Sacramento.  Funny 
like “oh. My. God. “ funny. I married someone who grew up five 
minutes from my house and went to the same high school. 
Someone I re-met years later when he was living in San Francisco 
and I in Los Angeles. I was drawn to someone who would bring me
back to Sacramento.  Someone who visited the neighbor boy in 
prison once. Who actually knows who the boy is. I always thought 
I’d have Joan’s life. New York- Los Angeles-Malibu-New York 
travel in bohemian circles and marry a fantastic writer a fellow 
artist.

But no-I fell in love with and married someone not only from 
Sacramento-but generations of family from Sacramento. A Joan. 
The farming families that make up history in Sacramento.  Farmers
from places like Marysville and Yuba City –land surrounding 
Sacramento. Paralleling Joan’s ancestors before they moved to 
“town”. I’m first generation Sacramento. My husband has 25 first 
cousins alone in the area-both of his maternal grandparents were 
one of 9 children. All born in and around Sacramento.

To top it off- my husband started a business up in Sacramento a 
year and a half ago. I still live in Santa Monica. We go back and 
forth on weekends. I am going to have to end up in some way in 
Sacramento. I am going to have a child in Sacramento. For some 
reason- I feel more the me I can pretend to be here in Los 
Angeles. My own invention. Sacramento is too personal- leaves 
me exposed.

I’ve learned that you can try to run away. Joan and I to LA – Joan to
New York. But when Sactown is your hometown it draws you back.
My bitch Joan is  famous for writing about it. I’m married to it-
literally. 

But my bitch Joan and I are the same (finger – eye- finger)

Well, I’ll concede there are some minor differences. She is a 
brilliant and established writer of both fiction and nonfiction—
intricate and intellectual discourses on waterways in California. 
Writer of such essays as “On Self Respect” something every 
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person coming to Hollywood should read and “On Keeping a 
Notebook” something every human should read. I could go on and
on. I turn down the page when I see a perfectly written sentence 
or a line that blows my mind in all my Joan books. Almost every 
page in every book is turned down. It’s ridiculous how good my 
bitch Joan is.

I, on the other hand, tend to write about using my hot pink fake 
nails in 1988 to pop open and drink some silver bullets behind the 
AMPM in Sactown. Joan has won the National Book Award for 
non-fiction. I write about how I got drunk my sophomore year-fell 
on my face-then told my parents that Sarah Fobes punched me. 
Which was confusing to them because years later I wanted to co-
host my Debutante Ball “Jamaica Me Crazy” themed party with 
Sarah Fobes and they were like “didn’t she punch you in the face?”
So yes….Joan and I have some very slight differences. 

She’s a bit more lyrical. …and brilliant…tossing around words like 
“verisimilitude” and “fugue” and “Veblenesque gorge” in her 
everyday sentences. 

My bitch Joan is goooood. 

But Joan and I are the same when it comes to smells! I can be 
thrown off track to another time and place by merely catching a 
certain smell in the air. In “Goodbye to All That” Joan again plucks 
out my exact thoughts when a slight trace of scent “can short-
circuit my connections for the rest of the day”. I have the same 
sense memory and bizarrely strong sense of smell. It is actually a 
bit of a curse when I am flying Southwest Airlines up to 
Sacramento every weekend and someone 10 rows back decides 
to take off their fucking shoes. Or when someone in my Santa 
Monica apartment building burns some toast and the faint whiff 
makes me think I might be having a stroke. 

But where Joan and I are truly mano y mano (fingers -  eyes - 
fingers) … is Sacramento. 
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Embracing the tall cool oak trees and the still warm asphalt under 
your bare feet at night. The smell of camellias in bloom – the 
sound of the blossoms plopping to the ground and the feel of 
them slimy under your bare feet.  The sound of the rivers…
spending long warm days drifting lazily on the American River in 
an inner-tube with Suzie Klippi. Learning to water-ski  in Whitney 
Vanderbundt’s boat on the churning brown of the Sacramento 
River ears full of motor boats buzzing along with the insects on the
muddy banks. 

From my achy chest at how you can’t escape the family ties. The 
heartbreak you would feel if you actually did manage to do so.

And now that I’m having a baby I look more closely at Joan for 
clues to having and raising a child. WWJD. What Would Joan Do?  
Joan talks a little more about the longing for a child in her work.  
I’m a little more like “what the fuck is happening here!?!?” (point to 
belly) And goddamn I really miss the booze. Seriously..on a side 
note…I really really really miss the wine. I want some wine right 
now. Like really bad. See-my bitch Joan would probably never 
write that pedestrian sentence “like really bad” . But she would 
understand the longing. Do you see? (finger –eyes - finger )

There are also some secret signs as to why Joan Didion and I are 
on the same wavelength. While I was re-reading probably the 
most perfect collection of essays ever written, “The White Album”, 
I was reveling in the genius of her pieces. A lot of her pieces are 
like pleasure pain for me- worrying a sore tooth in my mouth. So 
while I was re-reading…this is what happened. I’m looking at my 
copy of “The White House” -it’s a hardback published in 1979, the 
one that I stole from my mother’s bookshelves years ago and have
yet to return. And I notice there is a bookplate in the front that has 
a handwritten signature on it- Marian Wise September 14, 1979- in 
Marian’s handwriting. My mother likes to buy books used or from 
library sales-so you can get the hardback…the feel of the original 
book- the history in your hand. This book that was Marian’s. And 
while I was flipping through the pages-getting lost  in the stories - 
a piece of paper fell out. A small piece of white paper in the same 
handwriting that announced “Marian Wise Sept. 14, 1979” on the 
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bookplate. A piece of detritus from a woman who bought this 
book in the 70s and had written on a slip of paper – a piece of 
paper that has a “2” circled – implying there was once a “1”.  
Coming in mid-sentence it reads:

“She isn’t interested in grammar, as much as ideas. She said it was 
okay to start working on reports right away-they can take the 
place of finals. She was very nice-said Theodoratus is her best 
friend. I told her I got an A on Indians-paper I wrote last spring.”

That’s it. What is this page “2” from Marian Wise Sept. 14, 1979? Is 
“she” referring to my bitch Joan? Did Marian Wise meet Joan 
Didion? Did she take a class from her? Not outside the realm of 
possibility-being in Sacramento. 
Joan went to Berkeley-did she go back and teach there? Why is 
this piece of paper still intact after 28 years-traveling to me in a 
hardback book. A book I’ve read before and never saw the paper? 
How could I not have noticed it? Is Marian Wise Sept. 14, 1979 
referring to Joan’s references to Indians in her pieces? The 
parallels to my bitch Joan’s themes of Indians and the Donner 
Party and the wagon trains west? Did I lose this page “1” along the 
way? Am I responsible to adding to the mystery?

It’s like an excerpt  out of “The White Album”.  Dice Theory. A little 
glimpse into a story-a life. A random piece of life thrown at you. As 
Didion writes about in “The White Album” – “a flash picture in 
variable sequence, images with no meaning beyond their 
temporary arrangement, not a movie but a cutting room 
experience.” As Joan writes flash pictures of The Doors…then the 
Ferguson brother killings..then her broken rib…then her house on 
Franklin…about her panic attack-her attack of nausea and vertigo. I 
find my own flash pictures in my own random sequences. By 
finding a piece of history and story and detritus in a book I’ve read 
numerous times before and yet never found.

It’s like Didion is there with me writing new history while I read her 
work. 

You see? She’s right here (fingers - eyes- finger) 
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Right. Here. My Bitch Joan.

And no matter what you say – how much  you looooove Joan 
Didion  - nobody really understands her like I do. I don’t care if 
“Slouching Towards Bethlehem” is your favorite 
book..blahblahblahlbah….Unless you’ve lived with the rivers and 
the big small town and the capitol building field trips and the visits 
to Old Town with the Victorian houses and raised sidewalks and 
the dust of Sacramento history…you just don’t know. In “Notes 
From a Native Daughter” she talks of a bank in town –The Bank of 
Alex Brown. The first bank my dad drove me to to have my very 
own passbook. My first account. I weep when I read “The Year of 
Magical Thinking”. Can’t read even one page without weeping. 
Well everyone weeps at that book. 
But I still find it tinged with her history…with Sacramento somehow.
So I weep harder.

Sacramento. I marry a man from there. I split time there. 
It pulls me back just like it pulls Joan back time and time again. 
How it filters everything she writes. Joan writes what she knows. I 
am learning to embrace this gift of where I am from-Sacramento. 
Using Joan as strength because I’m scared. Scared to have a child.
Scared to go back to this hometown that Joan and I know so well- 
a place where I can’t reinvent or hide from myself-where I am 
exposed.

And my bitch Joan-she knows. She knows.
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